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Gator cases LiGht  
stand/speaker stand BaGs These cases feature webbed handles and a car-
rying strap. Both models have separate compartments for each stand.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
GPA-SPKSTDBG-50 ..........Light stand/speaker stand bag, (50"x 6"x6"), fits 2 stands ... 19.99    
GPA-SPKSTDBG-58DLX ....Light stand/speaker stand bag, (58"x 6"x6"), fits 2 stands ... 29.99  

on-staGe sMs6000-p studio Monitor stand  
The stand’s height adjusts for listening while sitting or standing 
(from 31"-61" with pre-set positions every 4") and will lock in 
place with a security pin. Holds up to 90 lbs. 3 adjustable leveling 
spikes on the bottom of the base (18" spread) keep this stand 
stable on any carpeted surface. The entire stand breaks down into 
3 pieces for easy storage and travel. Gross weight is just under 
25.5 lbs. Comes in black.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SMS6000-P ............... Near-field studio monitor stand (pair) .........99.95

atLas sound ss500e speaker stand A 45" 
to 85" aluminum tripod speaker stand with a positive 
clamping system with a safety support pin. The vertical 
tube contains both 1-1/2" and 1-3/8" tubing.  Legs are 
double braced with rubber feet.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SS500E...............Speaker stand ..................................... 89.50
SSA7...................Universal platform mount ................... 18.28

on-staGe speaker stands
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SS7730..............Speaker stand, 1-3/8" or 1-1/2" tube, height 44"-80", 160 lbs. capacity ... 43.95
SS7761B ...........Speaker stand, 1-3/8" or 1-1/2" tube, height 44"-80", 120 lbs. capacity ... 47.95
LS/SS7770.........Speaker stand, 1-3/8" tube, height 44"-120", 140 lbs. capacity .......... 89.95
SS7766..............Pneumatic speaker stand, 1-3/8" tube, height 44"-80", 80 lbs. capacity ....79.95
SS8800B-PLUS..Crank-up speaker stand, 1-3/8" tube, height 47"-80", 80 lbs. capacity ... 99.95       
Accessories
SS7740..............Subwoofer attachment shaft,  

1-3/8" tubing, length 42", 160 lbs. capacity ......................................... 10.95
SS7745..............Subwoofer attachment shaft, 1-3/8" tubing, adj. length 36"-60", 80 lbs. .. 14.95
SSB6500 ...........Heavy-duty nylon speaker stand bag,  

fits 2 speaker stands or 6 mic stands ................................................... 31.95
EB9760B ...........Exterior mounting bracket – fits 1-3/8" stand, mounts to any speaker ... 8.95
SSA2-ADAPTER.. Speaker stand adapter sleeve, fits 1-3/8" stand  

for speaker cabinets with 1-1/2" int. brackets ........................................ 5.95
SSA3-ADAPTER..Speaker stand adapter sleeve, sits 1-3/8" stand to reduce shaft to 1" ...... 8.95
SSA1.375...........Speaker cabinet insert, fits 1-3/8" stand mounts into cabinet ............... 7.95
SSA1.5...............Speaker cabinet insert, as SSA1.375, for 1-1/2" cabinets ....................... 7.95

ss7730

k & M speaker stands and Mounts 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
213...........Heavy-duty speaker stand, hand crank  

for variable height (85" max), black ...................299.99
19500.......Speaker stand, flat footprint, 110 lbs. load, 

height adjustable from 48"-76" .........................174.99
21463.......Pneumatic speaker stand, lifts up to 55 lbs.,  

110 lbs. load, height adjustable from 54"-86"...269.99
241...........Speaker wall mount, solid rectangular  

steel, interchangeable bolt ...................................69.99
21450.......Aluminium with fiberglass fittings, 110 lbs. load,  

height adjustable from 50"-76" ...........................69.99
21459....... (2) 21450 stands with carrying case ..................149.99

213
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uLtiMate support speaker stands These tele-
scoping aluminum tripods hold up to 150 lbs and will mate 
to 1-1/2" and 1-3/8" sockets. The TS-70B has a secure locking 
pin while the TS-80/88 stands are made from heavy-duty 
aluminum tubing. The TS-90/99 stands have the TeleLock™ 
auto-locking ratchet collar to safely raise or lower the stand 
while a speaker is on it. The TS-100/110 stands feature an 
air-powered internal shock that lifts speakers 50 lbs or 
under with no effort. The TS-110BL adds a leveling leg for 
use on uneven surfaces. Carry bags are sold separately.  

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TS70B........................ 4'2" to 6'5" with locking pin, black finish, no bag ........................ 49.99
TS80B........................ 3'8" to 6'7" black finish, no bag ................................................... 79.99
TS80S ........................ As TS80B, with aluminum finish ................................................... 79.99
TS88B........................ 5'2" to 9'2", black finish, no bag ................................................ 109.99
TS90B........................ 3'8" to 6'7", with TeleLock collar, black finish, no bag ................. 99.99
TS99B........................ 5'2" to 9'2", with TeleLock collar, black finish, no bag ............... 129.99
TS110B...................... 5'2" to 9'2", Air-Powered, black finish, no bag ........................... 169.99
TS110BL .................... As TS110B, with leveling leg ....................................................... 189.99
BAG90 ....................... Bag for TS70B, TS80B/S, TS90B, TS100B...................................... 39.99
BAG90D ..................... Bag for pair of TS70B, TS80B/S, TS90B, TS100B .......................... 49.99
BAG99 ....................... Bag for TS88B, TS99B/BL, TS110B/BL .......................................... 49.99
BAG99D ..................... Bag for pair of TS88B, TS99B/BL, TS90B, TS110B/BL ................... 69.99
BMB200K .................. External flush-mount speaker bracket .......................................... 24.99
LTV24B ...................... 24" vertical extender ..................................................................... 29.99
TSM150MK ................ 1.5" socket bracket, 150 lb capacity ............................................. 24.99

Vu® speaker stands and BaGs The SSA100-10B from Vu is a large speaker 
stand designed for use with PA systems. It is constructed of aluminum with 1.5" to 
1.62" tubing. It is height adjustable 4' 4" to 6' 11". It also features a metal clutch, nylon 
block, tripod base and rubber feet. It can support speakers up to 130lbs. The STB100-
102 and STB100-103 carrying bags are constructed of tough PVC coated nylon with 1" 
nylon webbing handles.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
Speaker Stands
SSA100-10B .............. Aluminum speaker stand, 4'4" to 6'11" ........................................ 49.99
Speaker Bags
STB100-102 .............. Carrying bag for single tripod speaker stand ................................ 29.99
STB100-103 .............. Carrying bag for two tripod speaker stands .................................. 39.99
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uLtiMate support Ms series Monitor 
stands These sturdy but sleek studio stands put 
your monitors at ear level. The MS-80 is a desk-
top stand and has an angle-adjustable base with 
non-slip high-density acoustic foam. The MS-90 is 
a column stand with internal cable-management 
channels.  It has 4 sound decoupling pads, 2 rubber 
couplers between the column and plates, and spike 
de-couplers on the base. The MS-100B combines 
the features of the MS-80 and MS-90 with an angle-
adjustable base and internal cable-management 
channels.  Each stand has a load capacity of 75 lbs 
and the stands come in pairs.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MS80 ..............Desktop stand, black trim, (pair) ............................................................ 149.99
MS90-36B ......36" column stands, black with black trim (pair) .................................... 239.99
MS90-36R ......As above, with red trim ........................................................................... 239.99
MS90-45B ......45" column stands with non-marring decoupling pads,  

black with black trim (pair) .................................................................... 249.99
MS90-45R ......As above, with red trim ........................................................................... 249.99

Ms90-36B


